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ABSTRACT

This study aimed at exploring the challenges that Yemeni undergraduates face through a 
tailor-made scale of acceptability of euphemisms. Besides, reasons behind these challenges, 
and suggested solutions were given rise in this study as well. The descriptive approach was 
followed to achieve the objectives of this study. Translation undergraduates were, randomly, 
chosen from SU and UST to be the sample of the study during the first semester of the 
academic year 2018/2019. To collect the required data, the researchers designed a translation 
test and administered a questionnaire. The study results revealed that translation undergraduates 
encountered real challenges when translating euphemistic expressions. These challenges were 
mostly related to the cultural and pragmatic domains. The respondents believed that there were 
resolvable reasons behind euphemism translation difficulties such as the lack enough syllabus 
materials and training. The study recommended that undergraduates, instructors and academic 
institutions have to pay more attention to euphemisms while teaching translation courses 
especially English euphemisms.

INTRODUCTION

Translators in general and novice translators in particular 
might go through several linguistic and cultural tropes that 
need extra-effort translation such as metaphors, non-equiv-
alence cultural-bound expressions, emotiveness, repetition, 
redundancy, euphemisms, and synonymy. Many scholars ac-
knowledge that euphemisms translation is one of the most 
challenging of those tropes (Wilson, 1993; Connolly, 2000; 
Rawson, 1981; Al-Adwan, 2015)

The Greek philosophers explained that euphemisms ema-
nated from a linguistic device, which means, “speaking well”. 
Many people around the world use this term in their regular 
communication for example conversationalists use euphemis-
tic jargons to elude humiliation in particular situations like 
in mentioning to persons or words in a direct way (Burridge, 
2006). In most languages, euphemism is a very old cultural 
phenomenon. The euphemistic expressions are extensively 
used as a social tool in all levels of society to satisfy socia-
ble needs, display admiration, humbleness, and graciousness. 
These tools adjust our speaking to different situations, which 
makes our words more sensitive and interesting (Alkire, 2002).

Euphemism is used indirectly or as an expression for 
one considered being too tough blunt or dulling when we 
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mention something unkind (Oxford Wordpower Dictionary, 
2011). Euphemism was also defined as “it is the act or an 
example of subtitling a mild, indirect, or vague term for one 
considered harsh, blunt, or offensive” (Connolly, 2000). Ac-
cording to Connolly (2000), euphemism plays a dual role in 
every side of our social life with its communicative function 
of evasiveness, politeness, and concealing.

Euphemistic expressions allow us to talk about an un-
pleasant thing, conceal or neutralize the hostile words and 
expressions. Therefore, Rawson emphesized that euphe-
mism is a very powerful linguistic tool that “is rooted so 
deeply in our language that few of us, even those who pride 
themselves on being plainspoken, ever get through a day 
without using this kind of talking” (Rawson, 1981).

On the same line, Wilson believed that euphemism is 
“a meaningful expression or sounds thought somehow to 
be finer, stronger or more eminent and used as alternatives 
for words shall be deemed hostile, crude or ugly in sound 
or sense.” (Wilson, 1993). Therefore, many writers defined 
euphemism in their writings and studies; every explanation 
added a new thing or extra ideas to the forms, types, and 
functions of euphemism but euphemisms, in general, can 
be defined as expressions, which are used to avoid unpleas-
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ant, detestable or unhappy words and expressions. People 
substitute these expressions and words with more enjoyable, 
less shocking ones according to necessity. It saves the lan-
guage speakers from possible impudence and violation.

Translating euphemisms from Arabic into English or vice 
versa is not easily attainable especially when the two lan-
guages belong to different cultures; Sematic and West Ger-
manic respectively. Consequently, several kinds of challeng-
es might be faced. To convey a natural message in the target 
language, the translators must be bilingual and bicultural and 
have knowledge of translation strategies (Al-Adwan, 2015).

Very few studies have been conducted on the difficulties 
of euphemisms translation (Alaj, 2017). Even though some 
studies have addressed the issue of translating euphemisms, 
yet still there are some gaps, for instance, some studies only 
tackled one aspect of euphemisms translation such as strat-
egies for euphemisms translation, ignoring other aspects of 
translation such as challenges, reasons or solutions. There-
fore, this study is organized to investigate the adequacy of 
translating English euphemisms into Arabic done by begin-
ner translators who are at the end of the undergraduate pro-
gram (Al-Mizgagi, 2013).

The translation of euphemisms is indeed a challenge, as 
the translator in general has to deal with certain and different 
challenges. These include the comprehension of the source 
text (ST), spatial and temporal constraints, and an equiva-
lence that is natural as Al-harthi (2016) attributed. A review 
of the literature dealing with translating euphemisms reveals 
the need for studies that discuss the euphemisms translation 
difficulties (Muthariny, 2017). In fact, few studies discussed 
the students’ translation difficulties in universities. Most of 
the studies are secondary research papers that discussed the 
euphemisms translation difficulties such as in (Alaj, 2017) 
and (Alotaibi, 2015).

The Problem of the Study
This study focuses particularly on the acceptability of euphe-
misms translation done by translation undergraduates from 
English into Arabic, the reasons that stand behind the chal-
lenges and the proposed solutions that may help academic 
stakeholders overcome the challenges in the undergraduate 
programs in the Yemeni universities in general and Sana’a 
University (SU) and University of Science and Technology 
(UST) in particular.

Apart from the term ‘adequacy’ which abides by the cul-
tural norms of SL, the term ‘acceptability’ is a standard of 
prevail of the TL culture according to Toury (2012) (Mun-
day, 2016) Figure 1 explains this polarization.

The Significance of the Study

The significance of this study exists in expectations that 
the information mentioned in the study would be useful for 
translation undergraduates and academicians to raise their 
awareness of euphemisms, euphemisms translation and po-
tential techniques of rendering them between English into 
Arabic. This study is useful for translators as well as transla-
tion practitioners. Besides, it is hoped that the investigation 
of this topic will significantly contribute to enhancing the 
quality and accuracy of the translation of euphemisms after 
identifying the reasons behind these challenges that profes-
sionals in general and undergraduates in particular may face 
and the suggested solutions.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There are various features of euphemisms such as: nation-
alism, regionalism, semantic variations ...etc (Li-Na, 2015). 
There are also other features such as sociality, having life, 
re-symbolism, arbitration, relevance, and fuzziness. How-
ever, it was explained the most distinguished and popular 
features to draw attention on them.

Wang (2014) gave rise to two types of euphemism; tradi-
tional and stylistic. Traditional euphemism is subsidiary and 
linked with taboo language like birth, illness, death, sex, pee 
and so on. The taboo language makes people have the feeling 
of vulgarness, primitiveness, ruggedness, and rudeness if it 
is said directly. People may have the feeling of elegance and 
politeness by enhance that purpose. Therefore, people try to 
generate new expressions as alternatives of taboos, and that 
is a euphemism. While stylistic euphemism cannot deal with 
taboo. It rather shows courtesy and attempts for cooperation 
in the thick of communication. The stylistic euphemisms can 
be found easily in the fields of politics, war, commerce, edu-
cation, and advertising.

According to Burkhardt (2010) “when the speaker gets 
into the situation, it is unavoidable for him/her to use eu-
phemism. He/she may choose one word, compound, phrase, 
the whole sentence, or even the whole compound sentence” 
(Burkhardt, 2010). Bearing this in mind, euphemisms can 
be either syntactic or lexical. From semantic point of view, 
euphemism is divided into two general types: positive and 
negative euphemism. The positive euphemism inflates, 
magnifies, and making the euphemized items seems out-
standing and more significant than they really are. Many dec-
orative professional titles are obvious positive euphemisms, 
e.g. Domestic help is for maid and housekeeper, a beautician 
for barber, grief therapist for the undertaker, solid-waste 
ecologist for the garbage collector, and so forth. The nega-
tive euphemisms devalue and lessen. They are self-justifying 
in nature, counterweighing the power of tabooed terms (Ab-
dalla, 2009).

Euphemism in Arabic

In the past, Arab Linguists debated euphemism under meton-
ymy (Salih, 2013). Modern Arab linguists offer many dis-
tinguished definitions as Salih (2013) stated; some of these 

Figure 1. Toury’s initial norm and the continuum of adequate and 
acceptable translation
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definitions as follows: Xarma (1978), one of the modern 
Arab linguists, said that euphemism is the use of slight and 
respectful expressions, which people cannot use. The pro-
cess of substituting one expression with another is called eu-
phemism (Abu Xuder, 2010) as cited in (Salih, 2013)

There are many Arabic equivalents for euphemism for 
example: Bishr (1992) uses “التعبير  ,(nice expression) ”حسن 
while Hussamaldeen (1985) calls it “تحسين اللفظ” (beautifying 
expression). Omar (1982) uses (euphemizing expression), 
 but some uses (kind expression) ,(Euphemizing) (التلطف)
(Alkhuli, 1999) as cited in (Salih, 2013). Arab linguists used 
the several terms to refer to euphemism such as الكناية [me-
tonymy], التلطف [beautifying the meaning], التعريض  حسن 
[beautification of innuendo], المحسن اللفظي [verbal beautifica-
tion], التورية [equivocation], تحسين التعبير [improvement of ex-
pression], التعبير التعبير ,[beauty of expression] لطافة   التلطف في 
[euphemism] (Salih, 2013).

A finite number of English and Arabic models for ana-
lyzing euphemisms as strategies of politeness; precisely in 
strategies linked to specific topics (i.e. sexual references and 
distasteful topics) have been presented and expanded (Wil-
liams, 1975; Warren, 1992; Farghal, 1995; Linfoot-Ham, 
2005).

Farghal (1995) examined euphemism as a pragmatic 
phenomenon via analyzing various examples from ‘Stan-
dard Arabic’ and ‘colloquial Jordanian Arabic’. In his pro-
posed model, Farghal claimed that euphemisms in Arabic 
show disdain for one or more of the maxims of conversation 
drawn by Grice (1975). Accordingly, this leads to the com-
munication of specific implicates. Arab speakers adopt four 
main strategies in creating euphemisms, namely the usage 
of figurative expressions, circumlocutions, re-modelings and 
antonyms, as cited in (Al-Adwan, 2015).

It is crucial to recognize the main types of euphemism in 
Arabic in order to know the difference between English and 
Arabic euphemisms. AL-Husseni (2007) in his paper about 
euphemisms in Arabic and English said, “There are three 
types for euphemisms in Arabic regarding to its structural” 
(p. 337) as the following:
1. Situational euphemism التعريض (innuendo); Al-hussaini 

(2007) added that a good example for innuendo could be 
seen in the sermon of Ali (May Allah be blessed with 
him) when he referred death to martyrdom.

2. Contextual euphemism is التلويح (wave or suggestion); It 
states simple adjacent relations between two substances, 
such as part- whole, cause-effect, and so on. Conse-
quently, Arabs use a prominent characteristic of one do-
main in Arab Culture to characterize the whole domain, 
(the generosity) when they refer to a ‘generous man’ as 
 a man of a lot of ash (a lot of ash expression is ’كثير الرماد
a vital feature among other features).

3. Symbol “الرمز”; AL-Husseni (2007) also explained that 
they use this euphemism ‘ القفا  a man of wide‘ ‘ عريض 
back’ instead of saying “a stupid man” which is an un-
pleasant expression and cannot be publicly stated 
.(p.275 ,القيرواني,1972)

4. The hint “الإشارة أو   This type is clear when the ;”الإيماء 
woman wanted to express her problem of poverty to the 

ruler, she used this type of euphemism by saying: (أشكو 
(إليك قلة الفئران في بيتي

Areas of Euphemisms in Arabic
Salih (2013) mentioned the most significant areas of euphe-
misms in Arabic with some examples (Salih, 2013):
1. Euphemism for Religion:”وتعالى  glory to Him «سبحانه 

(Allah), "صلى الله عليه وسلم" peace and blessings be upon 
Him (Prophet Mohammed), “السلام  May Peace be ”عليه 
Upon him (other prophets), and “رضى الله عنه” May Allah 
be blessed with him (the disciples of the prophet Mo-
hammed).

2. Euphemisms for Sex: “النوم مع» Sleep with, “افضى” tell-
ing one’s secrets, “بلغ إربه” got what he desired, “تغشاها” 
to cover her, “ قضى حاجته” satisfied his need, “قضى وطره” 
and satisfies his desire.

3. Euphemisms for Death: “يرقد بسلام” lie in peace, “انتقل الى 
ربه  ,transferred to his/her Lord’s neighborhood ”جوار 
 breathed his last لفظ أنفاسه الأخيرة“ ”,the lost or Late ”الفقيد“
breath, and “لفظ الروح” discharged the soul. “لقد بذلنا مافي 
.we did our best to save his life ”وسعنا لإنقاذه

4. Euphemisms for Health: “مشكلة في النطق” speech problem 
(mute), “سمعية  مشاكل“ ,hearing impaired (deaf) ”مشاكل 
 ,sighted as reversal, or visually impaired (blind) ”بصرية
-Learn”صعوبات التعلم “ ,Learning disability ”صعوبات التعلم “
ing disability (backward), “مقعد”disabled (palsy).

5. Euphemisms for Naming and Addressing: The Arab 
speakers naming system has an intricate set of patterns 
to address each other, Abu (father of) or Um (mother of) 
the first name of his/her eldest son or daughter is exten-
sively used as AL-Husseni (2007) explained. The higher 
a person is, the more titles can be used, as in the follow-
ing: the president is “سيادة/فخامة الرئيس”, general manager/
director is ،السيدالمديرالعام، his majesy is “جلالة الملك”.

6. Euphemisms For Poverty And Business: Poor is referred 
to as “ذوي الدخل المحدود” limited-income, “متعفف” modest, 
.to denote this class (visitor) زائر needy and ”محتاج“

Previous studies
Baker (2018), discussed the problems and difficulties that 
may face the translator in translating such expressions such 
as idioms and euphemisms. There are many dilemmas in 
identifying that expression such as: accepting the form (lin-
guistic genealogy) SL, rigidity in recognizing the cultural 
genealogy in SL, and determining formal or functional cor-
respondence in TL.

The culture gaps between the occident and the orient 
languages make most of the translation difficulties. Many 
euphemistic expressions stimulate from cultures. (Edwards, 
1976) (as cited in Al-Shawi, 2017) explained the culture 
“Culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, 
belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities 
and habits acquired by man as a member of society” (Mutha-
riny, 2017).

Some scholars as Unseth (2006) and Newmark (1988) 
proposed various strategies to be adopted when encountering 
problems in translation as in translating euphemisms. Mun-
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day (2012) defined strategy and said; a strategy is an overall 
orientation of the translator (e.g. towards ‘free’ or ‘literal 
translation’, semantic or communicative, towards the target 
text or source text, towards domestication of foreignization 
(Munday, 2016). These difficulties as Alaj (2017) empha-
sized arise from different reasons such as dissimilarity, lack 
of equivalence between English and Arabic languages (Alaj, 
2017). Venuti, on the other hand, pinpointed two factors 
deserve translators’ consideration when translating euphe-
misms; stylistic and rhetoric factor (Venuti, 1995). In addi-
tion, Al-Shawi (2017) states that, it should be emphasized 
that when it comes to translating euphemistic expressions, 
priorities should be borne in the translator’s mind:

Al-Husseni thinks that replacement process of aggressive 
words or expressions is very different in both cultures. Ev-
ery society has its own culture and value system, so what is 
measured as taboo or offensive words or expression in the 
Arab society may not be so in the English society. Conse-
quently, the words or expressions that require euphemisms 
reflect society’s ethics and morals of some parts of the soci-
ety (AL-Husseni, 2007).

Euphemisms’ translators face the same difficulties as they 
would in translating any other text, but difficulties increase 
especially for beginners’ translators. These difficulties have 
been well summarized by Wilss’ (1996, p.166) “The success 
of translators to come to grips with their translation tasks 
depends on various factors such as their mental disposition, 
experience… and the translator’s competence level” (as cit-
ed in Abdalla, 2009).

Swear (2016) examined the socio-cultural varieties in 
translating euphemistic expressions from English into Ara-
bic. Mostly, the study concentrated on the novel “A Grain 
of Wheat” to display the different usage of the novel terms 
by two translators from diverse cultures. It adapted a quali-
tative approach applies in Leppihalme’s (1997) and Unseth’s 
(2006) translation strategies to focus the sociocultural differ-
ences in translating 24 expressions like; Death, Sex, Human 
body, Bodily function.

Besides, Alqaryouti at Zarqa University, of Jordan con-
ducted a study entitled, “Euphemism in the Translations of 
Surah Al Nisa’a in the Holy Quran”. This study aimed at 
investigating translatability of euphemisms from Arabic into 
English. He chose Surah Al Nisa’a in the Holy Quran. More-
over, it tried to describe some incongruities and difficulties 
that encounter the translators when rendering Quranic eu-
phemism into English (Alqaryouti, 2016).

Alotaibi investigated “The Awareness of Euphemism 
by Kuwaiti Speakers of Arabic”. He surveyed the Kuwaiti 
Speakers’ Awareness of Arabic Euphemism. He tested the 
role of the respondants’ age and educational level in com-
prehending of euphemisms in daily life dialogues. The re-
searcher chose eight taboo words from two ranges, namely, 
courtesy and physical appearance. He combined into entirely 
contextualized sentences. The Kuwaiti Arabic native speak-
ers normally had acceptable consciousness of euphemisms 
as results showed. It was obvious that age and educational 
level perform a fundamental role in using euphemisms. The 
consequences disclosed that the educated members, hold-

ers of a university degree, did not use aggressive words and 
consider them inappropriate (Alotaibi, 2015).

Shehab, Qadan, & Hussein (Shehab, Qadan, & Hussein, 
2014) examined the context role, which plays in defining the 
translation strategies trailed by translators of Arabic euphe-
misms into English. The main concern was “the employment 
of euphemism in a social context might differ in Arabic and 
English because of dissimilar cultural backgrounds”. The 
evidence was fetched from eleven Arabic euphemistic ex-
pressions from five literary masterworks inscribed by the 
Egyptian novelist and Noble Prize winner Najib Mahfouz, 
and then checking out the English translation of these eu-
phemisms. The results explained that the most challenging 
case is when the two cultures have different backgrounds of 
a certain subject. It could deprive the source language of a 
cultural trait if we translated euphemisms in this case; never-
theless convey a euphemistically vague message. According 
to their study, the context had an effective influence upon the 
use and degree of euphemism.

AL-Dulaimi & Aubed (ND) also took a close look at how 
translators of the Glorious Quran dealt with the euphemistic 
expressions based upon the context. They chose some verses 
to analyze. The findings showed that if the euphemism was 
translated by a paraphrase, it would be easy for the target 
receivers to understand what is intended. In addition to that, 
he found that it is difficult and problematic to translate eu-
phemisms into other languages. It is problematic because it 
puts the translators whatever their cultures are, in a crucial 
situation, particularly when they feel the absence of the mi-
raculous nature and the inimitable style in their translations 
after comparing the SL text with the TL so translating reli-
gious texts requires an additional consideration. In translat-
ing the Glorious Qur’an, AL-Dulaimi & Aubed demonstrat-
ed that several English translations failed to give a functional 
correspondence of certain euphemistic terms in the Glorious 
Qur’an (AL-Dulaimi & Aubed, 2012).

Another study was carried out by Al-Hamad (2013) 
which is entitled “The Translatability of Euphemism in The 
Holy Quran”. In his study, Al-Hamad approved a prescriptive 
approach in inspecting the errors that translators committed 
in rendering various euphemistic expressions, highlighting 
on the main mechanisms used in translating Quranic euphe-
misms into English. He examined 23 examples of euphe-
mistic expressions from different surahs of the Holy Quran 
through comparison and analysis the works of Ali, Khan and 
Hilali, Pickthal and Arberry. He claimed that the “wrong” 
translations expense the anticipated meaning of the Arabic 
writing and interrupt readers’ understanding of the message 
in the Holy Qur’an. The outcomes of the researcher based on 
the investigation of two English translations are few, and the 
scope of his study is very limited.

Khanfar (2012), in his study entitled “Euphemism in Ara-
bic: Typology and Formation”, tried to focus on euphemism 
in Arabic besides the linguistic and cultural relation of eu-
phemism to further linguistic phenomena like taboo, dou-
ble speak and vulgarity. He gave useful information about 
how Arabic euphemisms formed. He analyzed some select-
ed related examples of Arabic. The Arabic native speakers 
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depend deeply on the linguistic tool in their daily life since 
euphemism is a widespread phenomenon.

AL-Husseni (2007) studied the similarities and differenc-
es points between the two languages in using euphemistic 
expressions in both Arabic and English. Al-Husseini claimed 
that some words measured as aggressive or taboo in Arabic 
might not be so in English and vice versa. Therefore, the 
replacement process is different in both cultures. From the 
other point of view, he titled that the English culture uses 
euphemism to substitute a word that has an undesirable con-
notation with a more satisfactory one and that the main con-
clusion he mentioned at the end of his study (AL-Husseni, 
2007).

Farghal, in his investigation about the nature of euphe-
mism in Arabic, explained that the native speakers service 
four major models for euphemizing: figurative expressions, 
circumlocutions, remodeling, and antonyms. He explained 
that there is a strong relation between the Politeness Prin-
ciple offered by Leech (1983) and the “Cooperative Princi-
ple’s Maxims of Conversation” suggested by Grice (1975). 
Farghal (2005) found that “The translator, whose task is to 
produce a TL text that bears a close semantic and semiot-
ic resemblance to the SL text, should consider euphemism 
when translating from Arabic into English. The failure to 
do so will affect the level of politeness between the two 
languages” and declared that “Arabic and English seem to 
operate similar euphemizing methods… should be aware of 
the fact that the Arab culture, in contrast with the English/
American culture” (Farghal, Mohammed, 2014).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE

The Context of the Study

Translation teaching programs are available in Yemen at BA, 
MA and PhD levels mostly within English Departments. 
This study has been carried out at the translation undergrad-
uate programs in the Yemeni Universities. Sana’a University 
(SU) and University of Science and Technology (UST) were 
chosen because they are benchmarking universities in Ye-
men (Al-Mizgagi, 2013). Translation programs are almost 
similar and slightly differ from each other. Their courses are 
divided into four core blocks; language skills courses en-
hance the four language skills mostly of English since En-
glish language is a foreign language in Yemen; linguistics 
courses provide the students with theoretical knowledge of 
pure English linguistics; literature courses equip the students 
some knowledge about English literature basics and exam-
ples of literary forms that provide them some knowledge 
about English culture, history and ideology; and translation 
courses contain of the courses such as; translation theories 
and translation Methods/Strategies or Techniques, literary 
translation, commercial/business translation, legal transla-
tion, electronic and media translation etc. It is obvious that 
translation programs include 10 to 13 translation cours-
es. Besides, Arabic courses are provided in more than one 
course. As the researcher noticed that translations’ programs 
have few specialists and instructors in translation and they 
are about 4 to 6 specialists. Translation programs specified 

33 to 45 credit hours to teach translation theoretically and 
practically.

Population and Sample
The population of this study was level four undergraduate 
translation students at Sana’a University (SU) and Univer-
sity of Science and Technology (UST) at the end of the first 
semester of the academic year 2018-2019. The whole popu-
lation for the present study consisted of 111 undergraduates 
(75 from SU and 36 from UST). The population had studied 
translation courses for more than two years. They had gone 
through several stages in translation program and dealt with 
many types of texts as they had studied 10 to 13 translation 
courses and more than 1 course in Arabic prior to the current 
study. This means that they had the experience that could 
enable them to acquire acceptable requirements to translate 
several texts regardless of its typology and genre.

The sample consisted of eight-six undergraduates (78% 
of the total population which consisted of 111 graduates 
from both SU and UST). Fifty-eight from SU and twen-
ty-eight from UST were randomly sampled for the test and 
questionnaire. Eighty-six graduates (78% of the population) 
was considered sufficient to generalize the results to the 
whole population. Moreover, the result of this study can be 
applicable on translation program under similar conditions 
especially in local universities.

Data Gathering Tools
The data was collected by employing three research instru-
ments. The aim of this triangulation was to attain exhaus-
tive data, which went deeper into the focused matters in this 
study that gave more reliability to data findings.

Firstly: A test was given to the sample to translate six-
teen euphemistic sentences to induce the potential cultural, 
lexical, semantic and pragmatic subtleties. An acceptability 
scale was developed and peer-validated since the evaluation 
strategies of the previous studies cannot be scientifically 
measured or directly quantified.

The focus on the style and the degree of softening or po-
liteness (as the tool of euphemism) were given a value to 
figure out whether the students’ translation is acceptable, less 
acceptable or unacceptable which was the main focus in this 
study (Table 1).

A pilot study was administrated on a smaller group of 14 
students from (UST and SU) to ensure clarity, layout, ease 
and difficulty, timing, and intrusiveness of the test and the 
questionnaire (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007). Three 

Table 1. Translation acceptability scale
Items AT LAT UT

2m 1m 0m
Language + + -/+
Meaning + + -
Style + - -
AT=Acceptable Translation [2. marks], LAT= Less Acceptable 
Translation [1. mark], UT= Unacceptable Translation [0. marks])
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experienced universities assistant/associate professors in 
translation and applied linguistics were requested to evaluate 
the face and the content validity of the test and the question-
naire. Besides, two other validators were asked to measure the 
validity of the translation acceptability scale and the model an-
swer of the potential translations for the euphemistic expres-
sions in the test. The test reliability of the test was established 
by spilt-half method using SPSS statistics software (v.22) 
using Spearman Brawn Equation 0.98.which was clear that 
the test was dependable and appropriate for the study. Cron-
bach’s Alpha equation was used to measure the reliability of 
the questionnaire that was (.731) that gave good reliability.

Secondly: A questionnaire through which the respon-
dents, explicitly, decided on the reasons of the challenges of 
translating euphemism. A close-ended questionnaire was de-
veloped to attain one of the objectives of this study: identify 
the major reasons behind difficulties encountered by level 4 
translation undergraduates at Yemeni universities in trans-
lating euphemisms and investigate the suggested solutions 
to overcome the difficulties in translating euphemisms. The 
questionnaire was prepared depending on the interviews’ an-
swers that conducted with three two academicians in theo-
retical background and previous studies. The questionnaire 
consisted of 38 statements after modification. The range in 
the Likert scale started from ‘definitely agree to definitely 
disagree’. The questionnaire gave rise both the reasons of 
the challenges of English euphemisms translation and the 
proposed solutions to overcome these challenges.

Data Analysis
The analysis of the test (Difficulties)
To identify the difficulties that students face when trans-
lating euphemisms from English into Arabic, the perfor-
mance of the subjects in the test was analyzed by using con-
tent-based analysis using SPSS software (v. 22). Data from 
the test were coded based on test evaluation acceptability 
scale and entered into SPSS on the four domains; lexical, 
semantic, pragmatic and cultural. The subjects’ responses to 
the test sentences were measured based on the scale (AT=-
Acceptable Translation, LAT=Less Acceptable Translation, 
UT= Unacceptable Translation).

Table (2) provides an overall result data of acceptabili-
ty of translation of euphemistic expressions in the four do-
mains.

A general view to Table (2) displays that, approximately a 
tenth of the English euphemistic expressions (11.62%) were 

unacceptable. Half of the translated expressions (50.87%) 
were less acceptable. The remainder (37.5%) of the trans-
lated euphemistic expressions were translated satisfactorily. 
The earlier table also shows that pragmatic/cultural difficul-
ties were likely to be more problematic than linguistic ones 
(lexical and semantic). The following is a thorough demon-
stration of these four categories of difficulties with reference 
to one of the test items
A. Cultural Difficulties
Sentence No. (4): He could be a gay.

The term “gay” is widely known, but only (10.47%) ren-
dered it in most acceptable way as “30.23%  ) الجنس“.   (مثلي 
translated it in a highly acceptable way “11.63%)  .   شاذ“ 
translated it in an acceptable way such “منحرف جنسيا».

On the other hand, (43.02%) provided less acceptable 
translations as in “ربما يكون تائها، مرحا”, and (4.65%) did not 
mention any translation. It is noticed that some students used 
the term “لوطي” or more preferably “لوط قوم  عمل   as ”يعمل 
translation for the term “gay”. It is considered as euphemis-
tic expression in the past. However, in these days with 
knowledge spread, Islamic society considered it as a taboo. 
This supports the result of (Shehab, Qadan, & Hussein, 
2014).
B. Lexical Difficulties
Sentence No. (2): He dug a little and felt the desire to pass 
water.

This sentence was translated with providing most accept-
able translations by only (3.49%) of the subjects such “شعر 
بيت الخلاء،  بيت  الى  بالذهاب  بالرغبة  شعر   ، الحاجة  قضاء  في   بالرغبة 
-Dic) ”يقضي حاجته“ The translation of “pass water” is .”الراحة
tionary of The Contemporary Arabic Language, 2011), 
which means “Relieve Oneself”. (25.58%) rendered it in a 
highly acceptable way such ‘شعر بالرغبة بالذهاب لدورة المياه ’. On 
the other hand, (11.63%) of them used an acceptable transla-
tion about the meaning of the term “pass water”الى  الذهاب 
 ,While (52.33%) used less acceptable translations .”الحمام
which did not convey the correct meaning such as “مرور 
.Finally, (6.98%) did not translate it .”الماء
C. Semantic Difficulties
Sentence No. (8): Sam to Ali: I just cannot believe your 
brother gone.

In this sentence, the euphemism occurs in the word 
“gone”. It is the negation form of the word “died”. Died is 
considered as rude and may hurt one’s feeling. In Arabic, the 
word “died” has many equivalents to convey the meaning 
like ، الله رحمة  الى  -so it was translated in most accept انتقل 
able way by (16.28%) with using equivalent expressions. 
(26.74%) used a highly acceptable translation like “توفي “.

(12.79%) of the subjects used an acceptable translation 
without using the equivalent euphemism like”مات”. How-
ever, it considered as a problematic area for (38.37%) who 
translated it in less unacceptable translation such as, “سفر 
.and (5.81%) left it without translation ”أخيك ، مغادرة أخيك
D. Pragmatic Difficulties
Sentence No. (12): Where do I work? Actually, I am between 
jobs at the moment.

Only (2.33%) of the subjects rendered the word “between 
jobs” in most acceptable way, as in “6.98%) .“ابحث عن عمل) 
rendered it in highly acceptable way “عمل بدون   While .”انا 

Table 2. The participants’ overall results of the test
Type of Difficulty AT LAT UT
Cultural Difficulties 36.87% 46.51% 16.62%
Pragmatic Difficulties 17.44% 71.32% 11.24%
Lexical Difficulties 52.33% 36.82% 10.85%
Semantic Difficulties 43.41% 48.84% 7.75%
Average 37.51% 50.87% 11.62%
(AT=Acceptable Translation, LAT=Less Acceptable Translation, 
UT= Unacceptable Translation)
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the difficulties reasons
ST.NO Statement Mean Std. dev. %

1 A15 Students lack of materials and resources of euphemisms translation from English 
into Arabic.

3.93 0.82 73%

2 A4 Students lack of euphemisms dictionaries between English and Arabic. 3.88 1.05 72%
3 A1 There is a cultural gap between English and Arabic languages. 3.84 1.00 71%
4 A14 Students apply euphemisms translation strategies inadequately. 3.82 1.03 71%
5 A17 English and Arabic lack of linguistic, cultural, pragmatic, and lexical 

equivalences.
3.80 1.04 70%

6 A3 Students do not have master of English language skills. 3.78 0.95 70%
7 A6 The course content of translation program does not serve and improve the 

students’ ability of translating euphemisms. 
3.78 1.08 69%

8 A12 Students practice and receive training on translating euphemisms in classes 
insufficiently.

3.78 1.04 69%

9 A16 Materials and texts are not picked perfectly to serve euphemism-specific terms 
and expressions.

3.76 0.88 69%

10 A11 Euphemism expressions change from place to place within English language. 3.76 0.94 69%
11 A9 There is a lack of English and Arabic cultural awareness by students. 3.74 0.81 69%
12 A5 Teachers do not pay sufficient attention to euphemisms in the class. 3.70 1.09 67%
13 A13 Teachers’ teaching methods and strategies are not supported enough with 

examples and details about euphemisms.
3.62 1.14 65%

14 A10 Euphemism expressions change from time to time within English language. 3.54 1.09 64%
15 A8 I have less knowledge of cultural lexical, pragmatic, and semantic differences 

between English and Arabic.
3.36 1.13 59%

16 A2 What is appropriate of translated euphemisms in English might be inappropriate 
in Arabic. 

3.34 0.99 58%

17 A7 Euphemisms are ambiguous expressions. 3.30 1.10 58%
3.69 0.56 67%

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of the suggestions
Rank ST. NO Statement Mean Std. dev. %
1 B1 Teachers have to pay more attention to euphemisms while teaching 

translation courses especially English euphemisms.
4.13 0.92 78%

2 B5 Translation courses and textbooks should provide students with 
sufficient knowledge and understanding of euphemism. 

4.05 0.76 76%

3 B7 Teachers’ efforts should be directed towards improving students’ 
skills in translating euphemisms. 

4.01 0.73 75%

4 B9 There should be courses in the program which cover cultural and 
linguistic issues. 

4.00 0.89 75%

5 B10 Students should be trained to use relevant translation applications 
that offer great help in reaching translation accuracy.

3.99 0.95 75%

6 B3 Students need to be exposed to the English and Arabic cultures and 
their differences specifically in euphemisms. 

3.96 1.02 74%

7 B4 Practice and training activities on translation of euphemisms should 
be performed intensively in translation classes.

3.94 0.92 74%

8 B6 The selected translation examples and exercises should be 
picked carefully and support students with euphemism –specific 
expressions and terms. 

3.93 0.81 73%

9 B8 Students need to go explicitly through euphemism translation 
strategies. 

3.88 0.88 72%

10 B2 The exciting textbooks don’t adequately introduce translating 
euphemisms in theory and practice.

3.65 0.94 66%

3.95 0.53 74%
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(9.30%) of the subjects used an acceptable translation such 
as “67.44%) .“عاطل عن العمل) provided less acceptable trans-
lations such as “ لدي عروض وظيفية عدة” and (13.95%) used no 
translation.

The analysis of the questionnaire (reasons)

This section contained seventeen items. To explore the rea-
sons that may cause such a result, students (N=86) has been 
inquired to express their viewpoint of some probable causes 
that may stand behind students’ translation euphemism dif-
ficulties. The results of the descriptive statistics of the state-
ments of section two are presented in Table (3). The overall 
average of the variable is (3.69) and the standard deviation is 
(0.56) with an average degree of agreement 67%.

The ascending scale of agreement with the reasons 
showed that on the part of respondents availability of teach-
ing materials of euphemisms translation such as the En-
glish-Arabic euphemisms dictionaries took the lead. Ambi-
guity on the other side was the least challenging.

Suggested solutions

Suggestions for overcoming difficulties were measured by 
10 items. The results of the descriptive statistics of the state-
ments of section three are presented in Table (4). The overall 
average of the variable is (3.95) and the standard deviation is 
(0.53) with the average agreement degree 74%.

The respondents gave priority to solutions related to the 
teaching resources such as teachers, courses and perfor-
mance suggested resolution

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The major findings of the test, checklist and questionnaire 
are the followings:
1- A considerable number of undergraduates are not aware 

of the euphemisms translation and consider it as anew 
topic for them.

2- The results of test showed that the most difficult area is 
when dealing with pragmatic and cultural elements.

3- Semantic and lexical difficulties, in turn, are less chal-
lenging areas.

4- Lack awareness of euphemism or euphemism transla-
tion is a main reason of difficulties.

5- The study gives rise to the poor language knowledge 
and skills of the undergraduates in the two languages, 
namely, English and Arabic.

6- Other important reasons are mentioned such as lack of 
materials and resources of euphemisms translation from 
English into Arabic.

Suggested Solutions

The study, thus, comes up with the following recommenda-
tions to stakeholders, namely, translators, translation train-
ers/instructors and academies:
1. Translators should read more in different sources in-

tensively and extensively to acquire knowledge about 

euphemism and euphemism translation in both English 
and Arabic literary, and technical texts from books, local 
newspapers, journals, and publications to absorb trends, 
pragmatic and cultural nuances, events and jargon used 
within the language.

2. Translators need to go through translated works of liter-
ary and political texts in particular that include a hand-
some number of euphemisms texts to experience the 
equivalent expressions between English and Arabic and 
induce the techniques of rendering them.

3. Translators should use unabridged bilingual dictionaries 
that contain stylistic troops and metaphorical, including 
euphemistic expressions.

4. Translators should practice more by translating different 
types of euphemisms utilizing CAT Tools such as trans-
lation memory that can improve translation quality and 
speed.

5. draw a considerable attention to translation theory and 
euphemism translation strategies.

6. Translation academies need to reconsider translation 
programs in terms of including euphemism translation 
in the course syllabi and encourage holding workshops 
and seminars that enhance translators and translation 
undergraduates’ ability to be aware euphemisms trans-
lation strategies and practice euphemism translation.
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